
PROFILE

SET UP

TRAVEL 

GEAR

CHECKLIST

FOOD AND

DRINKS 

AISHA

Food

Drinks

◇ Any style of nice comfortable restaurant. 

◇ Vegan 

◇ 4 x bottles of still water 

◇ 1 x bottle of silver tequila + fresh cut limes + shot glasses 

TAAPION, SOMA

Glasgow, UK

◇ Gear must be complete and in proper

conditions.  Failure to present the required gear

will give the artist the right to NOT perform

◇ Soundcheck will be required no later than two

hours before the beginning of the event

◇ Monitor power must be derived from a power

source other than that of the housesystem during

the performance

◇ Absolutely NO direct spotlight on the artist. The

artist prefers dim atmosphere with light on mixer

only

F L I G H T S

◇  Luggage : 1 x personal item 

+ Carry On (10kg) 

◇ Seating: Random

◇ Airline: Flexible 

◇  Departure city: Glasgow, UK

H O T E L

◇  Hotel: 4 * minimum 

◇ Airbnb: Yes 

◇ Bedroom: Double room  

◇ Preference: Near venue or

 city centre.

◇ One (1) Allen & Heath Xone 92 (preffered) or

Xone 96 mixer for the own use of the Artist only

◇Two (2) Pioneer CDJ-2000 NXS-2 OR CDJ-3000's,

linked with LAN cable placed left and right on the

outer side of the setup

◇One (1) movable input EU socketfor 220 volts

(Type F)

◇Two (2) high quality monitor speakers placed left

and right of the Artist at shoulder height or above.

◇The artist must be able to control the monitor

level from the DJ- mixer (monitors connected to

the DJ- mixer)

◇ Artist will bring a FX unit Pedal to be connected

to the mixer. Sound engineer required on site



Gracing Glasgow and beyond with her own brand of high octane techno

 

 With releases on Glasgow’s revered Soma Records and a residency at

the world renowned Sub Club, AISHA has cemented herself at the

forefront of Scotland’s dense underground techno scene. 

 

Tracing her love of unrelenting, euphoric dance music to the UK

Hardcore raves she used to go to, fast and energetic electronic music

pumps through AISHA's veins and into her sets. Her first solo EP

dropped in 2021 on German label Drec. Aptly named ‘Energy’, AISHA’s

debut was a trance-infused techno tour de force. Teaming up for a

series of massive releases on Soma Records with fellow Animal Farm

resident Quail, she has also released on Elements, Maison Close,

Speedmaster and Obscure Records, as well as winning Best Electronic

at 2021’s Scottish Alternative Music Awards. 

 

With sounds spanning from hard trance to raw, pumping techno,

AISHA’s live sets are as versatile as they are incendiary, leading her to

support names like Charlie Sparks and TRYM, as well as playing

headline sets across Scotland’s best clubs and festivals. In the midst of

the pandemic she kept the energy alive with an explosive live-streamed

set for HÖR Berlin, and has been Jaguar's 'Dancefloor Moment' twice on

BBC Radio One Dance with her track 'Party 2nyt' and 'Schottland

Slammer'. 

 

As a recent resident for Animal Farm, one of Glasgow longest running

club nights, AISHA has become an integral part of the Scottish

electronic scene while firmly establishing herself as one to watch with

her heavyweight productions and energy soaked sets. With an already

burgeoning gig diary and upcoming releases on some of Europe’s finest

record labels, she is poised to take on the world’s dancefloors. 

 

When AISHA is playing, prepare to sweat.

 

AISHA
TAAPION, SOMA

Glasgow, UK

Book Aisha

https://pointcollective.agency/artists/aisha/

